JEPPSENE WEIGHT & BALANCE VISUAL

With our easy to use system, pilots can learn to quickly calculate the weight and balance of their favorite aircraft and save configurations for later use. The system allows pilots to visualize the loading condition from a unique perspective, view, arm, and moment charts include weight and balance references and training tutorial. Allows you to store weights for passengers, baggage, and favorite fuel levels. Once they're stored, simply drag them from the list and drop them on the seats or fuel slider. Expandable Purchase additional aircraft modules for all of the aircraft that you fly! No complicated instructions or data points to build. The chart of aircraft arm or moment is graphically displayed. P/N 11-04767

VTS MULTIMEDIA TRAINING SOFTWARE

VTS training tools are priced affordably to allow each student to own a personal copy of the software. Each aircraft systems are covered in detail far surpassing th general information provided in Pilots Information Manual. For example, the electrical schematic is presented on-screen just as it appears in the information manual. But instead of just sitting there looking mysterious and intimidating, this virtual schematic comes to life with a click of the mouse. Controls and indicators from the cockpit are also available on-screen, creating an animated simulation of the entire system.

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE WEST
CORONA, CA • (877) 4-SPRUCE

JEPPSENE AVIONICS KNOWLEDGE LIBRARY

Master your GPS unit with Jeppesen's interactive e-learning for Garmin* GPS systems and Lowrance® Handheld GPS Systems. Jeppesen's advanced, self-paced, computer-based learning packages provide comprehensive training in all operational aspects of your GPS unit. It's the easy, proven way to get confident with all that your GPS has to offer. Key features include: Scenario-based, guided simulation - Realistic Emulator - Detailed, narrated demonstrations. On-screen help and feedback systems. Discover the best way to use the full power of your avionics system compared to heads-down, in-cockpit training.

MULTI-SCREEN SOFTWARE FLITESCHOOL

Multimedia Software Fliteschool is unequalled in its class. Much more than a series of "flash cards" that help you memorize the answers to FAA exams, FliteSchool provides programmed learning modules and Hypertext referencing that leads through a series of associated references to learn more faster. FliteSchool's Dynamic Cybernetic Learning enhances your training by analyzing your responses and leading you to new subject areas. You'll find studying with FliteSchool to be more interesting and more effective than other software programs and many video tapes. Material is organized into 20 categories and monitored by topic. The software takes you step-by-step through each subject area and returns to areas where you need more work. When you've mastered enough material to pass the FAA exam, you receive a graduation certificate for your instructor to sign off.

PRIVATE P/N 13-100507 $69.50
INSTRUMENT P/N 13-100519 $79.95

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE EAST
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AVIATION SOFTWARE

With our easy to use system, pilots can learn to quickly calculate the weight and balance of their favorite aircraft and save configurations for later use. The system allows pilots to visualize the loading condition from a unique perspective, view, arm, and moment charts include weight and balance references and training tutorial. Allows you to store weights for passengers, baggage, and favorite fuel levels. Once they're stored, simply drag them from the list and drop them on the seats or fuel slider. Expandable Purchase additional aircraft modules for all of the aircraft that you fly! No complicated instructions or data points to build. The chart of aircraft arm or moment is graphically displayed. P/N 11-04767

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE WEST
CORONA, CA • (877) 4-SPRUCE

WINN BALANCE

Originally designed for the Ultralight / Experimental aircraft builder/designer to assist in weight and balance calculations, it also works well on conventional aircraft. It is Great everyday flight planning as well. It will run on Win95/98/Me/2000/XP. The program interface is designed so that the CG and weight of your aircraft is automatically calculated with a minimum of effort.

MAIN SCREEN
This main screen contains all calculation input and dynamically displays real-time results. Hint screens are also of valuable assistance on this screen.

HELP SCREEN
Help is never far away. This help screen gives you all the information you will need to perform an initial weight and balance. It describes the entire process of how to weigh your quaircraft and some of the formulas to help you along the way.

SECONDARY INFORMATION SCREEN
This screen stores all your aircraft's installed equipment which forms a portion of your empty weight. This information is retained until you remove each item. It serves as a reminder as to what exactly was installed in the aircraft at the time of weighing.

AEROFLARE U.S.
CHARTS/FLIGHT PLANNING APP
AeroFlare is an iPad and iPhone application for use by general aviation pilots in all aspects of flight, from initial planning through post flight debrief. AeroFlare combines digital VFR moving maps along with flight recording and analysis to bring you a truly revolutionary product. AeroFlare offers fast and amazing slippery maps presentation of aviation sectional and terminal area charts. These charts combined with an overlay of GPS position data create an accurate and user-friendly situational awareness package. Key features of the AeroFlare EFB are: US VFR sectional charts US VFR terminal area charts Fast moving maps with GPS position overlay Charts rotate based on flight direction Download charts for offline use Internal or external GPS Personalized settings *This is a subscription only** E-mail address required for purchase.

US VFR 1 Year P/N 13-12575 $24.99
US VFR w/Recording & Analysis P/N 13-12575 $49.99

ASA INSPECTION AUTHORIZATION
PREPWARE CD ROM
More than 400 FAA questions and answer choices, supported with comprehensive explanations. The same reference material applicants will have access to during the actual test is included as a PDF (the "CT-8008-8D"). Become familiar with these documents and learn how to glean the information needed to answer the questions, from such FAA publications as the Airworthiness Directives, Advisory Circulars, Data Sheets, FAA Order 8310.21D, and FAA Form 8310-3. System Requirements: Internet connection is required for product registration and updates. IBM compatible PC with Pentium-class processor, CD-ROM drive, mouse or other compatible pointing device for both Windows and Macintosh, Adobe Acrobat Reader is required. P/N 13-06663

JEPPSENE 530/430 VFR & ADVANCED IFR CD
A bundle that includes both the Jeppesen Garmin GNS530 Training - VFR & Core IFR Procedures CD and the Jeppesen Garmin GNS430/430 Advanced Training CD Features: This bundle includes both the VFR & Core IFR Procedures and the Advanced IFR Procedures which teaches the basics and provides comprehensive training on almost all operational aspects of your GPS, including advanced IFR procedures.

P/N 13-05700 $197.95

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice